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Introduction 
With the development, production and sales of our audio module range, we believe we fill a huge 
gap between the Chinese penny crap stuff you can find all over the internet and the ready built, 
serious High-End audio gear.  We also breach the Tsunami of crispy class-D designs. 
By now, the mechanical, electronic and sound quality is noticed by a lot of consumers and some even 
find some time to write us some of their experiences. On our website you’ll find their most 
interesting comments. Our modules appear to be very good indeed! 
 
We provide a wide range of audio and power supply modules already, yet still expanding: 

 Power Amplifier modules 

 Preamplifier modules 

 VCA (Voltage Controlled Amplifier) modules 

 In-/Output buffers 

 Power Supply modules for audio equipment, etc. 
 

 
Very first custom built ELTIM A3300 HRQ model. (V-caps over the power lines are extra). 

 
 

 
Our demo amplifier, you can listen to it in your owns environment !  RESERVATION required. 

http://www.eltim.eu/
https://www.eltim.eu/index.php?action=extra&extra=A_eltim_amps_reactions&lang=en
mailto:info@eltim.eu
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ELTIM Power Amplifier modules 
The whole idea behind our Power Amplifier modules was to develop an easy to fit amplifier module range 
making it possible to fit in any amplifier system for every need from reference quality to rugged PA-
applications. To fill this working field, the design must be as rigid and temperature stable as possible as well as 
being capable of driving the most difficult loads. Furthermore we wanted to design it in a modular way, so the 
setup can be assembled and modified in a most easy way. Besides that, the transformer-, input- and output 
wiring is the only wiring in your amplifier.  In practise our amps become only hand warm in daily use. 
In order to obtain the ruggedness and quality we had in mind, we believed we had to split up the Power 
Amplifier in two parts, being the input (Voltage) Stage and an output (Current) Stage.  
While doing so, all PCB tracks are laid out in an optimal way, without influencing each other. While switching 
the amp on, you’ll hear it immediately. The “air” around any sound is as only with very good tube amps so far. 
Unlike the trend of smaller is better, we choose to use highest quality (FR4) boards, mostly double sided, with 
the widest tracks possible. Both planes are used as Power ground and separated Signal ground respectively. 
More than that: also the VS-ground and input ground are separated and lead to the centre ground tab.  
With proper wiring of your amp, it will be dead quiet, without any noise or hum. 
 

VOLTAGE STAGE modules 
The input module is as we called it the Voltage Stage module. The input signal is fed here. 
These modules are sandwich- or L-mounted to our Current Stage modules by a 2x11 pin connector. Only 
together they form a working amplifier module. By the way:  all connectors both rows are paralleled. 
AC and DC inputs are available at the left or right. With power supply voltages > 63Vdc (40V trafo) one of our 
Voltage Regulator boards is required to prevent these VS-modules become overloaded. 
 

VS-10 For lower costs we made the VS-10 version, where the double mirror input circuitry is based on 

regular (SMD) transistors:  

 
The group of 4 regular SMD transistors are positioned within 1 cm² of each other, making sure that they 
maintain at the same temperature. This prevents temperature “drift” of the amp.  
An INTERTECHNIK radial MKP type is mounted in the ACin. You can bypass it by use of the DCin. 
 

VS-20 version is using a special IC where only 4 matched transistors fit. You have to look for the T1-T4 couple 

in the picture below, since it is a very small SMD component. This rare, exactly symmetrical  4-transistor array 
with a grounded substrate in SMD format is used in order to obtain a perfect symmetrical layout on this small 
3,5cm wide board. All 4 transistors are matched within 500uV, a value never possible with regular transistors. 
While grounding the substrate of this chip, noise, RFI, etc. are at the lowest (unmeasurable) possible level.  
“Of course” you will find it exactly in the centre of this board: 

 
A MUNDORF MCap250 MKP type is mounted in the ACin line input. You can bypass it by use of the DCin. 

http://www.eltim.eu/
http://www.eltim.eu/index.php?action=article&aid=7672&group_id=&lang=en
http://www.eltim.eu/index.php?action=article&aid=7862&group_id=&lang=en
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CURRENT STAGE Modules 
The power delivered to the speakers comes from our Current Stage boards, processing large currents.  
This module is driven by the former mentioned Voltage Stage modules via the centre 2x11-pin connector.  
Depending on the model there are only some “slight” differences in the number of parts and their values, 
especially the mounted Power Supply capacitors and Power Hex/Mosfets. 
About all are equipped with some Power Supply capacitors very close to the Hexfets/Mosfets for better 
impulse response. Speaker leads can be connected to the left and/or right connectors. 
The true power reserve mostly comes from a separate Power Supply board. We have stack-mounted as well as 
regular L-mounted versions available. You also could make a “hardwired” Power Supply yourself. 
A Power Supply is connected to the long horizontal connector, where 12 pins are used per lead (36A cont.). 
For high quality PA we recommend to use our HEXFET based amplifiers, capable to deliver high currents. 
For true High-End use the ones with EXICON lateral Mosfets, capable of delivering reference quality sound. 
 

CS-40ps Our bestselling model (RQ model shown) with integrated Power Supply, for L-mounting to any 

cooling surface as commonly used.  
The input signal is fed into any of our VS-xx modules (not shown, yet required). 
With this module the long horizontal connector could fit a protection or a voltage regulator board. Just 
connect a transformer and in/out connectors. Power 140-200W@ 8ohms. 

 
 
 
 

Model Power transistors pairs Capacitors Remarks 
CS-40ps EC 1x 12A/200V, IR TO247 Hexfets 2x 4700uF/50V axial Economic model 

CS-40ps LP 1x 12A/200V, IR TO247 Hexfets 2x6 1000uF/50V PANASONIC FC Low Profile 

CS-40ps ST 1x 12A/200V, IR TO247 Hexfets 2x6 1800uF/63V PANASONIC FR STandard, value for money 

CS-40ps HV 1x 12A/200V, IR TO247 Hexfets 2x8200uF/63V NICHICON High Voltage, 8ohms 

CS-40ps HC 1x 23A/100V, IR TO247 Hexfets 2x1000uF/50V NICHICON High Current, 4ohms 

CS-40ps HQ LP 1x 8A/200V, EXICON TO247 Mosfets 2x6 1000uF/50V PANASONIC FC High Quality/Low Profile 

CS-40ps HQ ST 1x 8A/200V, EXICON TO247 Mosfets 2x6 1800uF/63V PANASONIC FR High Quality/STandard model 

CS-40ps HQ 1x 8A/200V, EXICON TO247 Mosfets 2x2 6800uF/63V MUNDORF High Quality, tube like sound 

CS-40ps RQ 1x 16A/200V, EXICON TO264 Mosfets 2x2 10000uF/63V MUNDORF Ref. Quality, open, with real bass  

CS-40ps MB  No mosfets, are on CD-40ps MB modules 2x2  10000uF/63V MUNDORF Ref. Monoblock construction 

 
 
There are 4 versions of CD-40ps MB Add-on modules for monoblock construction in combination with CS-40ps 
MB, each with all the 4 types of Power Fets we use. 
 

http://www.eltim.eu/
http://www.eltim.eu/index.php?action=article&aid=8218&group_id=&lang=en
https://www.eltim.eu/data/mediablocks/ELTIM%20CD-40%20GSD-GDS63MB.pdf
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CS-40, fits in any cabinet, L-mounted to any cooling surface.  

Also here the input part is separated (not shown here) and f.e. our PS-80 power supply module could be 
mounted on top, resulting in just and only transformer wiring. 
The input signal is fed into any of our VS-xx modules (not shown, yet required). 
 

This module comes closest to about all amplifier PCB designs we have seen in the past 40 years: Transistors at 
one side while using a separate power supply.  Power rating is around 150-200W@8ohms.  
 

Instead of the single pair of Power Fets you could use one of our CD-40 GDS/GSD add-on boards i.c.w. this  
CS-40 CB module. Then you can build monoblocks and REAL power amplifiers, up to 2kW@4ohms. 

 
 
 
 

Model Power transistors pairs Capacitors Remarks 
CS-40 HV 1x 12A/200V, IR TO247 Hexfets 2x 1800uF/63V PANASONIC FR High Voltage, 8ohms 

CS-40 HC 1x 23A/100V, IR TO247 Hexfets 2x 1000uF/50V PANASONIC FC High Current, 4ohms 

CS-40 HQ 1x 8A/200V, EXICON TO247 Mosfets 2x 1800uF/63V PANASONIC FR High Quality, tube like sound 

CS-40 RQ 1x 16A/200V, EXICON TO264 Mosfets 2x 1800uF/63V PANASONIC FR Ref. Quality, open, with real bass  

CS-40 CB No MOS/HEXfets  > CD-40 GDS/GSD 2x 1000uF/100V PANASONIC FR Base for serious power amps 

 
 
 
 
Available CD-40 add-on modules, required and fitting on CS-40(ps) CB models: 
 
CD-40 MB80                EXICON Mosfet add-on pair for a compact Monoblock, 2 pairs (80V) 
 
CD-40 MB120                EXICON Mosfet add-on pair for a compact Monoblock, 4 pairs (100V) 
 
CD-40 GDS/GSD80        Hexfet/Mosfet power train, 2-4 pairs connected to CS-40 GDS/GSD (63V) 
 
CD-40 GDS/GSD120        Hexfet/Mosfet power train, 2-4 pairs connected to CS-40 GDS/GSD (80V) 
 
CD-40 GDS/GSD165        Hexfet/Mosfet power train, 2-4 pairs connected to CS-40 GDS/GSD (100V) 

 

 
All these CD-40 modules can be  fitted with all four types of HEX/MOSfets as listed above. 
 

http://www.eltim.eu/
http://www.eltim.eu/index.php?action=article&aid=7674&group_id=&lang=en
https://www.eltim.eu/data/mediablocks/ELTIM%20CD-40%20GSD-GDS80MB.pdf
https://www.eltim.eu/data/mediablocks/ELTIM%20CD-40%20GSD-GDS80MB.pdf
https://www.eltim.eu/data/mediablocks/ELTIM%20CD-40%20GSD-GDS120MB.pdf
https://www.eltim.eu/data/mediablocks/ELTIM%20CD-40%20GSD-GDS120MB.pdf
https://www.eltim.eu/data/mediablocks/ELTIM%20CD-40%20GSD-GDS80.pdf
https://www.eltim.eu/data/mediablocks/ELTIM%20CD-40%20GSD-GDS80.pdf
https://www.eltim.eu/data/mediablocks/ELTIM%20CD-40%20GSD-GDS120.pdf
https://www.eltim.eu/data/mediablocks/ELTIM%20CD-40%20GSD-GDS120.pdf
https://www.eltim.eu/data/mediablocks/ELTIM%20CD-40%20GSD-GDS165.pdf
https://www.eltim.eu/data/mediablocks/ELTIM%20CD-40%20GSD-GDS165.pdf
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ELTIM stack mounted power amplifier modules. 
Quite unusual are following boards, fitting flat on the backside of a heat sink. Probably this isn’t done by 
others due to the significant heat exchange between the heat sink, PCB and components. However, our CS-80 
(picture) f.e. becomes only hand warm while producing quite some power. Besides that, the capacitors are 
105º types (MLGO 125º). We also use heat (flame!) resistant, highest quality FR4 boards which are double 
sided, with soldering masks and component value printing on both sides and tinned for easy and reliable 
soldering. Following board is fixed with 11 bolts, free of any microphonic effects. The others use even more. 

 
CS-80 back side view. 

Mounting directly to a heat conducting element/surface provides way better cooling.  
 
With modules like this, you could build any very dense built (50-450W/8 ohms) amplifier you want. 
An extra CD-xx and or other add-on modules (see later in this text) adds an extra power transistor pair, even 
increasing performance. 
 
Below a full mounted pack with: 

 VS-20 Voltage Stage input module (not visible) 

 CS-80 Current Stage module 

 PS-80 Power Supply module 

 VR-30 Voltage Regulator module (the smallest one) 

 IO-80bal Balanced input module 

 MODU heatsink 300x120mm 
All connected without ANY wiring, except for the transformer and in/output leads. 

http://www.eltim.eu/
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CS-80 (HC version shown), fits flat on a heat sink.  PCB copper is 35um thick instead of the regular 15um.  

We also use way wider speaker- and power supply tracks as commonly used and separate the components  
on purpose . The power rating is 100-250W, depending on model and power supply voltage. 
Power supply PS-80 could be stacked or some other Power Supply L-mounted to the bottom connector. 

 
 

 

Model Power transistors pairs Capacitors Remarks 
CS-80 EC 1x 12A/200V, IR TO247 Hexfets 2x 3300uF/50V axial EConomic model 

CS-80 LP 1x 12A/200V, IR TO247 Hexfets 2x3 1000uF/50V PANASONIC FC Low Profile model 

CS-80 HV 1x 12A/200V, IR TO247 Hexfets 2x2 1000uF/100V NICHICON High Voltage, 8ohms 

CS-80 HC 1x 23A/100V, IR TO247 Hexfets 2x2 2200uF/63V NICHICON High Current, 4ohms 

CS-80 HQ 1x 8A/200V, EXICON TO247 Mosfets 2x2 1000uF/100V MUNDORF High Quality, tube like sound 

CS-80 RQ 1x 16A/200V, EXICON TO264 Mosfets 2x2 1500uF/100V MUNDORF Ref. Quality, open, with real bass  

 
 

CS-120, (HC version shown), fits flat on a heat sink.  PCB copper is 70um thick instead of the regular 

15um. We also use way wider speaker and PS tracks as commonly used and separate the 
components. The power rating is 150-300W, depending on model and power supply voltage. 
Power supply PS-80 or PS-120c ould be stacked or some other Power Supply L-mounted to the bottom 
connector. 
 

 
 

http://www.eltim.eu/
http://www.eltim.eu/index.php?action=article&aid=8220&group_id=&lang=en
http://www.eltim.eu/index.php?action=article&aid=8222&group_id=&lang=en
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Model Power transistors pairs Capacitors Remarks 
CS-120 EC 1x 12A/200V, IR TO247 Hexfets 2x 3300uF/63V axial EConomic model 

CS-120 HV 1x 12A/200V, IR TO247 Hexfets 2x3 1000uF/100V NICHICON High Voltage, 8ohms 

CS-120 HC 1x 23A/100V, IR TO247 Hexfets 2x2 3300uF/63V NICHICON High Current, 4ohms 

CS-120 HQ 1x 8A/200V, EXICON TO247 Mosfets 2x3 1000uF/100V MUNDORF High Quality, tube like sound 

CS-120 RQ 1x 16A/200V, EXICON TO264 Mosfets 2x3 1500uF/100V MUNDORF Ref. Quality, open, with real bass  

 

 
 

CS-165, (HV version shown), fits flat on a heat sink.  PCB copper is 120um thick instead of the regular 

15um. We also use way wider speaker and PS tracks as commonly used and separate the 
components. The power rating is 300-450W, depending on model and power supply voltage. 
Power supply PS-80, PS-120 or PS-165 could be stacked or some other Power Supply L-mounted to the bottom 
connector. 

 
 
 

 

Model Power transistors pairs Capacitors Remarks 
CS-165 EC 2x 12A/200V, IR TO247 Hexfets 2x2 3300uF/63V axial EConomic model 

CS-165 HV 2x 12A/200V, IR TO247 Hexfets 2x5 1000uF/100V NICHICON High Voltage, 8ohms 

CS-165 HC 2x 23A/100V, IR TO247 Hexfets 2x4 2200uF/63V NICHICON High Current, 4ohms 

CS-165 HQ 2x 8A/200V, EXICON TO247 Mosfets 2x5 1000uF/100V MUNDORF High Quality, tube like sound 

CS-165 RQ 2x 16A/200V, EXICON TO264 Mosfets 2x5 1500uF/100V MUNDORF Ref. Quality, open, with real bass  

 
 
 
All three models can be “packed” similar as shown at the former page. All without any wiring except for 
the transformer and in/output leads! 

http://www.eltim.eu/
http://www.eltim.eu/index.php?action=article&aid=8224&group_id=&lang=en
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Power Amplifier add on modules 
 
Add-on Hexfet/Mosfet modules.  
In order to increase rated power drive and/or spread the dissipated heat more, on the more “classy” modules 
an extra transistor pair(s) can be mounted left and right of the CS-boards. Mounted to any of these CS-
modules will about double the damping factor as well as the driving current capability. With this add-on the 
length of the modules will be 300mm, height and depth stays the same. Left and right of the PCB's you see a 
connector where on both sides an extra HEXFET PCB of 5cm wide can be mounted in order to fill a 400mm (or 
even with a double pair a 500mm) cabinet. Left and right there is still 5cm space left then for mounting 
connectors, etc. We even have special versions where you can make a Monoblock structure with CS-40ps. 
 

Power Supply modules 
We supply several Power Supply modules, which can be 
connected directly to the wide bottom connector of our  
CS-modules by an extra-long, goldplated header. NO wires! 
Always, 12 pins (36A cont.) are used per lead! 
 

On most of our modules you can mount one of our VR-xx 
Voltage regulator modules, providing regulated voltages for 
the VS-input module. Required for >63Vdc ! 
 

Of course, you can also use any other high-quality Power 
Supply with our Power Amplifier modules, but unlike ours, 
you’ll need wiring, causing loss of some sound quality and 
it takes more space. 
 

Input/Output modules 
With the same “wireless” thoughts, we developed stack on modules which make connecting of the in/output 
connectors most easy as shown with our CS-80 module. Just stack it to the pack, connect the connectors with 
some short , straight wires and all wiring is done already. You just need to connect a transformer to the pack. 
We have these I/O modules available with Line and balanced XLR inputs of very high, transformer-like quality. 
At the CS-80 “pack” a I/O-80bal module is used, with highest grade InGeniusTM circuitry. 
 

Protection Module 
In about all protection circuits, a relay is disconnecting the speaker from the faulty amplifier. Error detection is 
mostly very simple and NOT controlling all (if any….) possible faults, sometimes it only is a delayed function in 
order to protect your speaker from on/off instability of the amplifier! We don’t need a relay for this, since our 
amps stay stable all the time. The woofer stays in rest position while switching the amp on or off. 
Our protection module checks following faults: 
- Distorted output (input and output signal are compared). Rapid flashing (with sound) LED indication. 
- Overload error ( Currents of max. 4 Mosfet pairs are checked, not just a single one). Slow flash indication. 

- Over temperature is checked, both heatsink and interior. Very slow LED indication. 
A general LED will flash the same way as one or mixed of the other three do.   
A voltage regulated fan could be connected as well, regulating temperature down to a hand warm situation. 
Also, the Power on/off procedure is controlled in an optimal way without huge Power on currents. 
This module is in development, but fits on the most of our Power Amplifier products already. 

 

 

http://www.eltim.eu/
https://www.eltim.eu/index.php?item=eltim-power-supply-modules&action=page&group_id=85&lang=en
https://www.eltim.eu/index.php?item=&action=page&group_id=20001268&lang=en
http://www.thatcorp.com/1200-series_High_CMRR_Balanced_Line_Receiver_ICs.shtml
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Preamplifier modules 
After developing our Power Amps modules our customers asked for similar sounding and built preamplifiers. 
So, it was logical that we developed some Preamplifier designs in a similar way, being as symmetrical and 
multifunctional as possible. And again, all without significant wiring required! 
At this time we have developed three basic variants and are producing them since June 2017. 
All designs use a relay switched in/output selector, activated by a rotary switch or microprocessor. 
All designs can be configured with a standard stereo logarithmic potentiometer or some electronics like our 
VCA-boards (see later in this catalogue). In that case a DC signal regulates the volume. 
In all three preamps we show below, you can add one of our Voltage Regulator modules, providing a stable 
and constant supply voltage to the electronics. This even improves overall sound quality. 
 

Pre-230 Preamplifier module 
With this Pre-230 we provide the smallest possible board, while using “old school” silver contact relays. 
It even fits in a MODU Galaxy cabinet sized 230x170x40mm. Only standard connectors fit. 
Optional, Line 2 can be configured as MM/MC input with 16 input impedance and 16 gain settings. 
Volume can be controlled by a stereo log potentiometer or one of our VCA modules. MM/MC input optional. 

 
 

Pre-330 Preamplifier module 
With this Pre-330 we provide a some larger multifunctional board, while using “old school” silver contact 
relays. It fits exactly in a MODU Galaxy cabinet sized 330x170x40mm. You can decide to use standard or 
chassis mounted connectors. Instead, you could use our In/Output buffer modules with Line or Balanced 
connectors. Optional, Line 2 can be configured as MM/MC input with 16 input impedance and 16 gain 
settings. Volume can be controlled by a stereo log potentiometer or one of our VCA modules. 

 
This module is available now, here with a mix of buffer- and standard RCA  connectors. 

Also, the MM stage is mounted here at the right side! VCA voltage control module is not mounted, so volume  
has to be controlled by a regular logarithmic stereo potentiometer here, connected at left bottom (f.e. ALPS carbon). 

http://www.eltim.eu/
https://www.eltim.eu/data/mediablocks/ELTIM%20Pre%20230%20datasheet.pdf
https://www.eltim.eu/index.php?action=page&group_id=10000473&lang=en
https://www.eltim.eu/data/mediablocks/ELTIM%20Pre%20330%20datasheet.pdf
https://www.eltim.eu/index.php?action=page&group_id=10000473&lang=en
https://www.eltim.eu/index.php?action=page&group_id=10000473&lang=en
https://www.eltim.eu/index.php?item=&action=page&group_id=10000267&lang=EN
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Pre-330 Buffer modules 
Instead of just connectors, you could decide for our buffered input/ output modules, improving overall sound 
quality, not only because better connectors are used, but also because the in/outputs are buffered by some 
fine electronics from THAT corp. Also, the in/outputs use EMI filter circuits. 

                                                               
      INPUT          RCA           OUTPUT                                                            INPUT         XLR           OUTPUT 

 
Pre-435 Preamplifier module 
In our Pre-435 design we use a multifunctional main board as backbone, just connecting several modules in 
the shortest and best possible way. In- and Outputs are connected by extra modules whether buffered or not. 
Selector switching is done by gold-plated silver relay contact, fitted on the buffer modules. 
We also plan to design an MM/MC module. 
A Power Supply is connected separately to this main board in order to get the lowest hum figures possible.  
This setup fits in f.e. any MODU Slimline cabinet, 80mm or higher.  

 
We also make variants of this board where you can build an integrated amplifier together with 
  CS-40ps Power Amps modules + single transformer. 
  CS-80 Power Amps modules + single transformer. 

 

This setup is still in development, and have to fitted in 400mm deep cabinets, later more. 
All three models could be controlled by a microprocessor system, using the same software. 

http://www.eltim.eu/
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Voltage Controlled Amplifiers (VCA’s) 
The volume of an audio signal can be regulated in many ways, still mostly done by a potentiometer. This is the 
cheapest way, but also with some shortcomings like unbalance, noise while aging, non-uP controllable, etc. 
Attenuation can be set this way from -60 to 0dB with quite large tolerances between left and right. 
 
With our very high quality VCA modules we have a better solution. In all our VCA modules you can control the 
volume (Gain/Attenuation) by a DC signal coming from any source or from the built in DAC’s with SPI inputs in 
the range of -90 to +30dB max. The attenuation tolerance is way smaller, also between left and right. 
Differences in load impedance caused by the position of a potentiometer runner in regular circuits are solved 
as well. The output buffer Opamps can be exchanged by most other types, even the best: Burson. 
All models listed below will fit in our Preamplifier designs. 
 

All our VCA’s give L/R DC voltages, matching the gain setting in mV, so just connect a cheap 199,9mV meter 
and get a digital reading of the actual attenuation position. 
 

VCA2162 
Extremely wide attenuation/gain control range: 

o Analog controlled 0-4,8V:    -80/+60dB, 40mV/dB, linear control curve. 
o SPI controlled 8-bit DAC :  -80/+12dB, in 256 (231 effective) steps of 0,4dB 
o Stereo function with Dual channel VCA and dual buffering opamp IC 

 

 
 

VCA2180 
Extremely wide attenuation/gain control range: 

o Analog controlled 0-4,8V:    -90/+30dB, 40mV/dB, linear control curve. 
o SPI controlled 10-bit DAC :  -90/+12dB, in 1024 steps of 0,1dB 
o Stereo function with 2x single channel VCA’s and dual buffering opamp IC 

 

 

http://www.eltim.eu/
https://www.eltim.eu/index.php?item=burson-hybrid-opamps&action=page&group_id=69&lang=en
https://www.eltim.eu/data/mediablocks/ELTIM%20VCA-2162.pdf
https://www.eltim.eu/data/mediablocks/ELTIM%20VCA-2180x.pdf
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VCA2182 
Extremely wide attenuation/gain control range: 

o Analog controlled 0-4,8V:    -90/+30dB, 40mV/dB, linear curve. 
o SPI controlled 12-bit DAC :  -90/+12dB, in 4096 steps of 0,25dB 
o Stereo function with 2x single channel VCA’s and separated buffering opamp IC’s. 

 

 
 

All three versions come in three qualities and are all pin-compatible. 
 
NOTE: prototype versions shown. Final versions come with 10-pin headers with AC and DC inputs. 
 
 
 

http://www.eltim.eu/
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Buffer/converter modules 
In too many cases, incoming and outgoing signals are not buffered by any electronics. Then, the position of the 
volume potentiometer or internal electronics  influences the input- and output impedance of the circuits. 
Depending on the connected equipment, the signal can be degraded due to this effect. 
In order to prevent this effect all lines should be buffered, AND, even better filtering out RFI signals as well. 
With following buffer circuits we do all this. 
 
If you want to convert a line signal into a 
balanced signal or vice versa, these modules are 
the solution as well.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
With our range of buffer modules, there must be the one(s) you were looking for: 
  

Input Modules: 
TYPE:  INPUT connector:  Output solder tabs: IC type:    
Lin/Lout-134x RCA line in (picture L)  Line out    Burrows-Brown OPA134  
Lin/Bout-2134 RCA line in   Balanced out  Burrows-Brown OPA2134 
Lin/Bout-1646 RCA line in (picture R)  OutsmartsTM bal. out THAT 1646   
Bin/Lout-124x XLR balance in   Line out    THAT 1240/1243/1246  
Bin/Lout-120x InGeniusTM XLR balanced in  Line out   THAT 1200/1203/1206  
Bin/Bout-128x XLR balanced in   Balanced out  THAT 1280/1283/1286  
 

Output Modules: 
TYPE:  OUTPUT connector:  Input solder tabs: IC type:    
Lout/Lin-134x RCA line out   Line in    Burrows-Brown OPA134  
Lout/Bin-124x RCA line out   Balanced in  THAT 1240/1243/1246  
Lout/Bin-120x RCA line out   InGeniusTM XLR bal. in THAT 1200/1203/1206  
Bout/Lin-2134 XLR balanced out   Line in   Burrows-Brown OPA2134 
Bout/Lin-1646 OutsmartsTM XLR balanced out Line in   THAT 1646   
Bout/Bin-128x XLR balanced out   Balanced in  THAT 1280/1283/1286  

 
The size of these modules are all the same: 30x48mm 
 

Mounting is done most easy, mounting the connector is sufficient. 
 

TIP1: Replace your RCA’s unbuffered in/outputs by these modules. 
 

TIP2: Replacing a Line signal by a balanced one is also easy; just widen the hole to Ø22mm, mount it, ready. 
 

TIP3: Want to make a bridged mode amplifier? Then you need two counter phase signals! 
Use our Lin/Bout-2134 or LIN/Bout-1646 and you have the counter phase signals you require already ! 
Some use just a balanced input, which is too easy and bad! In that case add a Bin/Bout-128x module. 
With all three modules you can even use the existing high voltage supplies. 

http://www.eltim.eu/
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Power Supplies 
Today, with our 40 years of experience in the electronics business, we noticed that the Power Supply of the 
equipment today is very underestimated and mostly dramatically simple, often dying just after the warranty 
period is over and taking all the other electronics with it! Open f.e. your cable tuner and check it! Believe us: 
it’s truly dramatically simple and cheap! 
 
Since the Power Supply is the heart of ALL electronics, it should be a very good one. 
You probably heard this one before: the weakest link decides the quality of the chain! We believe we managed 
to develop two wide ranges of universal Power Supplies, both in single and in symmetric versions. Also, all 
versions can be expanded in a way that regulated voltages are available as well, just by adding one of our 
Voltage Regulator modules or some parts (single versions). 

 
PS-7xx Potted toroidal transformer and (optional) 

mounted, symmetrical VR-3xx Voltage Regulator board. 
(picture left) 

 

PS-FLxx with  similar versions with a Low Profile, regular 

transformer. 
 

 
The words above count even more when it comes to 
Power Supplies for Power Amplifiers. More and more 
we see the use of Switch Mode Power Supplies, which 
cause several difficulties, not to mention the heat 
they produce and so “killing” the so called high 

efficient figures of a class-D designed amplifier. More important is that a switched mode power supply hardly 
has any power reserve, so bass performance is about always “blurry”. Logical, since this type of Supplies are 
backward regulating types, so coming in action if the supply voltage already is dropped > too late to get a solid 
bass bump. The switching frequency also could interfere with the switching frequency of a class-D design 
and/or high frequency signals. 
In regular, “linear” supplies, poor performing transformers and electrolytic capacitors increase the impedance 
of the total chain, resulting in a bad bass performance as well, causing a “blurry” and sometimes even sharp 
sound. The amplifier’s damping factor is affected since the supply is part of the AC chain ! 
 

In these kind of Power Supply modules we only use high quality capacitors, put capacitors over the rectifier, 
use wide and thick tracks, etc.  In our website you’ll only find quality transformers to do the job right. 
You even can add one of our Voltage Regulator modules in order to provide (lower) regulated voltages. 
              
            
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

http://www.eltim.eu/
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Voltage Regulator modules 
As mentioned at former page, the Power Supply is part of the signal chain. Lots of electronics have to do 
without an impedance decreasing regulating device and if they have one, nine out of ten times is is a 
member(s) of the very cheap and average behaving LM78xx/79xx family. 
There are lots of new Regulator designs available today, more and more switching regulators. They also have 
an average impedance characteristic and also changing over load frequency (f.e. audio). 
 
We decided to develop some very nice Voltage regulator modules, all with the also very well-known 
LM317/337 regulators. They are more precise, show a way flatter impedance curve and can be adjusted very 
easy. Due to the fact that LM317/337 are so called “floating” devices, one can even regulate high voltages.  
The only critical factor is that Vin – Vout < 40V.    Out = 1,5A max. 
 
VR-3xx and VR-4xx Voltage regulator modules 
With the same schematics as VR317/337 below, but with conventional parts and  20-turn trim potmeters we 
also provide two symmetrical Voltage regulator modules. Basically they are meant for use in many of our 
Audio related modules, but you can use them also in your own designs. 

                                         
                                              VR-3xx with SMD IC’s                            VR-4xx  with TO220 IC’s and small heatsinks. 
 
The trimming range is 1,5-37V lower than the input voltage with a min. difference of 1,5V. 
 
VR317 and VR337 Voltage regulator modules 
Our VR317 (pos.) and VR337 (neg.) modules are serious upgrades of  
the regular LM78xx/79xx IC’s. You can use them in new applications, but  
since they are pin-compatible with 78xx/79xx IC’s you mostly 
can exchange them quite easy. We have a range of pre-trimmed (2%)  
versions and some with a wider adjustable range. 
 

                                                               
                                    VR317                                   VR337 
 

   True size shown, 15 x 25 x 8mm! 
 

Adjusting/trimming of the output voltage is done by a tiny ¾ turn 
trim potmeter. The adjustment range is shown in the table.  
 
Mounting is done by the 3-pole (78xx/79xx compatible) contacts or via tinned 
strips at both top sides of the board. These strips are isolated from the circuit. 
You can solder it to another board or use some L-shaped strip. 

TYPE Range 

3V3 3,0-3,5V 

3V6 3,3-3,8V 

5V 4,8-5,3V 

6V 5,6-6,1V 

8V 7,6-8,1V 

10V 9,7-10,2V 

12V 11,8-12,3V 

15V 13,9-16,5V 

18V 17,0-19,6V 

24V 21,8-24,4V 

30V 28,1-30,7V 

A 1,25-6,5V 

B 6,5-32,8V 

C 30,7-83,2V 

D 80-185V 

E 175-280V 

http://www.eltim.eu/
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Sound quality of our electronics 
Our first amplifiers run for over three years now as you would use it yourself, without any problems. 
We, audio professionals and consumers have listened to different bespoke amps, all sounding amazingly clean 
and natural. They all came to the same astonishing conclusion:  These amps sound better than about all the 
high-end stuff they listened to so far with great pleasure. Nicer, warmer (tube like) 3D, solid bass, no sharp s 
and t sounds, No chill high frequencies etc. Especially the “room air” around instruments or spoken voice 
(even in studio’s) will surprise you and makes you smile. Also, the tight and very well controlled bass 
fundament is noted by our listeners. One word came up all the time: EMOTIONAL   

With high-End stuff they mean the top ten ranked amps, like Accuphase, McIntosh, Bryston, etc. by the way. 
This statement is NOT coming from us, but from those who bought or built our equipment or took the time to 
LISTEN to it. The audience so far are DIYers, audiophiles, audio dealers and manufacturers.  
Our Accuphase P-450 (€10k) is sounding dramatically compared to our amps.     Just visit us and LISTEN…. 
We have a demo amplifier available which we can send to you, so you can listen in your own environment. 
 

Our speakers match fantastic with this type of sound, read the 6moons test of our S614 “solo” speaker.  
It happened that way 1:1 and at the show they refer to, we got a lot of compliments as well from the visitors. 
Since 2017 we produce this speaker as mkII in a slightly larger cabinet. Raw cabinets/kits are in stock. 
 

Production 
All our modules are completely assembled and soldered by hand, noticeable by the shiny soldering’s.  
Not by a small kid, who should be at school, working 15 hours/day for you, but a grown up, experienced 
person. A soldering like this lasts forever. All handmade in the Netherlands (EU). 
Mostly, we produce our modules on demand, so we can change something if you want, f.e. we can use any 
other soldering than regular, for example MUNDORF Silver/gold solder, mount other capacitors, etc.  
We always produce in quite small amounts, so new ideas can and will be implemented fast. 
In our ready built modules we have made some choices already and mounted capacitors we believe fit best. 
 

Components supply 
We also have very interesting, rare, audiophile chips, transistors and passive components  available in our 
webshop. We provide f.e. EXICON Mosfets (specifically designed for the highest quality analogue amplifiers), 
THAT audiophile analog (!) IC’s, INTERTECHNIK crossover components, MUNDORF power supply capacitors, 
crossover components and Air Motion Transformers (AMT’s), Audio Technology,  VOXATIV and many more 
drive units, PURESONIC connectors, and many more nice and sometimes hard to find DIY stuff….. -) 
Since the end of 2016 we also supply hundreds of types of Phono cartridges, replacement styli, spare parts 
and accessories for your turntable. Also, find intelligent and multifunctional displays today. 
 

In our own electronics and woodwork shops we can make about any electronics and speaker cabinet you want 
us to. At our website www.eltimaudio.com you’ll find some ready built equipment. 
 
Customized work 
If you want us to make some electronics or speaker cabinets 
let us know. BUT, remember it’s our profession with 
corresponding pricing, not our hobby!  We only use high 
quality Topan MDF, which is something else than the poor 
quality you’ll find at your hardware store. 
 

Also, for business partners (quantities) we can develop/ 
design and supply PCB’s in highest available quality.  
 
 

All data, designs and info is copyrighted and subject to change without prior notification. 
Always check the latest info bulletins, see the date under the headline. 
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